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ECLIPSE

Its life is volatile, a couple of hours on a wall before vanishing again.

The Story of ECLIPSE

The main character of the poems is a fictional individual named Eclipse, in Arabic language Al
Kusuf. Al Kusuf arrives in Sweden in the 80’s at the age of nine after an incredible escape from the
Moroccan Atlas mountain and a solo journey of the Mediterranean. During a short stay in an Italian
castle, he sees on its interior walls enigmatic letters revealing the secret of his past and showing him
the way to safety to the Swedish coast. Eclipse belongs to a noble Moroccan Berber tribe, his father
was the chief. He has few memories of his childhood: the magic tree in the camp where he lived, the
maternal grandfather’s fantastic tales, the tribe treasure stolen following his father’s murder, his
mother’s disappearance in obscure circumstances. He has cross-like scars on his cheeks, permanent
tattoos traditionally only given to the women of the tribe. Why he, apparently a man, has those
feminine tattoos on his face? Were they made to hide his true identity as the king’s only descendant
from his persecutors or rather hide the secret of an unclear sexual identity? Those tattoos were the
pass to safety for Eclipse -Al Kusuf and today they are the symbols of a free Hen.
Hen is a neutral subject pronoun referring to an individual without specifying its gender. It is used
to define a third gender, neither male or female. This subject pronoun has been used in Scandinavia
since 1966 but it was officially included in the Swedish vocabulary in 2015 with the following
definition Hen är här nu meaning Now Hen is here.
In Scandinavia there is a relatively large Berber community. Berbers were granted political asylum
during the Tamazight Spring uprising of 1980, the Black October riots of 1988, the1998 and the
2011 upheavals.

The Crew of ECLIPSE
Eugenia Lindblad

I was born in 1962 in Italy. I left in Rome a conventional history of classical studies, degree in
law, leadership in public administration, and moved to Sweden where I started my cosmopolitan
experience. The long stay in Turkey, UAE, UK, Scandinavia and the Mediterranean origins make
me a "young" neophyte of the latest photographic generation, poetry film making and photopoetry writing without the stars and stripes. In June 2016 I published a photo-poetry book titled
Words Trapped into Icons, which is part of Orthogonal, a larger collection of poems. The début
film Eclipse is based on the same poem also known as Eclipse published in the book Words
trapped into icons originally in Italian. Three of the poems from the collection Orthogonal will
be published in December in the Encyclopaedia of Contemporary poetry in Italy. I am a WWW
alias a World Writer house-Wife and an enthusiastic, creative, lyrics writer as well, and my
début song is known as Is this me? Music by Silvio Urbini.

www.eclissi9.com

Silvio Urbini

Silvio Urbini, born in the 70s, began studying classical & electric guitar, composition and jazz
harmony with Rosario Sanfilippo. Since 1989 he began working as a guitar teacher at several
music schools; in the 90s he attended guitar clinics with international guitar teachers and he
played as a guitarist in various formations: rock, jazz, big band, acoustic.
In the 1998 he participated in the drafting of a guitar handbook published in Italy by Lizard /
BMG Ricordi. Since 2000 he became a producer working with pop artists and composing score
music & soundtracks.
He has participated in several competitions for image and music chaired by composers such as
Ennio Morricone (2006), Takagi Masakatsu (2008), Hans Zimmer (2014).
He is a Steinberg certified teacher.

www.silviourbini.com

Jennifer Macpherson

Jennifer Macpherson is a Swedish/Scottish lyrical mezzosoprano, she has a Bachelor and a
Master of Music from the Royal Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen. Before she came to
Copenhagen Jennifer studied at Vadstena Folkhögskola and Ingesund’s Music Academy. During
her student years Jennifer has participated in many masterclasses for example with Olaf Bär,
Malcom Martineau, Susanna Eken, Anne Margrethe Dahl and Torsten Föllinger. Roles she has
played includes Muraya in Riders to the Sea (Vadstena), La libellule in L’Enfant et les Sortilèges
(RDAM), Sesto in RDAM’s production Cut Away (2014). Right now Jennifer works as a singer in
Copenhagen Cathedral. Jennifer was a soloist in Mozart’s Requiem together with DUEN orchestra
and Hernings Boys choir led by Morten Ryelund and in Händels Messiah together with Camerata
Øresund led by Peter Spissky. Jennifer is also a part of Trio Naïades that have had concerts in Den
Fynske Opera in Denmark and Mälsåkers Castle in Sweden.

www.jennifermacpherson.se

Tomasz Tchorzewski

Tomasz Tchorzewski comes from a background of design and technology, specialising in
Lighting Design. He loves the story and meaning behind any form of work, and was fascinated by
Eclipse as a film that highlights many poignant issues in society and depicts them in such a bitter
sweet abstract format. Tomasz seeks to use photography and videography in his work and was
delighted to be so deeply involved with the Eclipse project and looks forward to further projects
with Eclissi9.

www.spinninghouse.co.uk

ECLIPSE - Hen
“The Boundary and the Aura. Eclipse lies between the semantic space defined by these two words. It’s in the impossible
and fruitful punctum of the oxymoron. The aura has no limits, only uncertain transitions of light from a centre to a
boundary, from an inside to an outside where it is not possible to discern where one ends and the other one begins.
Boundaries, in turn, cannot have an aura, cannot tolerate ambiguity, demand straight lines. Either inside or outside, on
one side or the other.
The boundary is powerful, confident, stable, eternal. The boundary is the nomos. That which makes the world immobile.
The boundaries of language: words that grab the primordial Chaos and turn it into an orderly Cosmos; words always
meaning the same, obeying to fixes rules, remaining in concluded repertoires, in dictionaries. Yet, just included in
Swedish, Hen shows in no dictionary, lives a linguistically-uncertain life in a sort of nobody’s land, among immobile
trenches, the definitions of lexicon. Its life is volatile, a couple of hours on a wall before vanishing again.
The boundaries of gender: male or female. Still, Hen is of a third kind, the androgyne of the Symposium before Zeus’s
decisive intervention, female scarifications on a man’s face, almighty libido that can go wherever, boundless.
The boundaries of space: the borders that make us belong to a nation or acommunity, and foreigners to all the others.
However, Hen is no longer where he was born, and became self by crossing many borders, from a nation to the other.
Hen is a deserter, an outcast, the internal foreign. Belonging and not belonging, here and not here, it reads “we” but does
not blend with us, born already yet born today I was born today, Hen.
The boundaries of the law: the norm that is the most obvious meaning of nomos, the social ties with its rules written in
bronze and in sanctions for those who do not abide by the law. But which law should Hen obey? His/her own ambiguity
condemns him/her to transgression: socially, sexually, physiognomically, ethically. The boundaries of speech’s genders
and modes. Word or image, gesture or sign. But Hen does not want to be trapped by these distinctions. Lindblad detests
the gilded prison of the classifications.
The aura is the counterpoint of the boundary, the way and strategy to escape the entrapment. In the linear order that
organizes reality through borders and boundaries, aura/Hen yields the hybrid, the ambiguity, the flou, the uncertainty,
the shadow, the doubling, the reflection, the vagueness of tones, the confusion between figure and background. Lindblad’s
images do not allow figures, or entities, to stand out. The North, the northern lights, prevails over the Mediterranean.
Perhaps, Hen may not be able to become Hen in the gleam of the Southern afternoon sun. The misty luminosity suits
him/her better than light, a kaleidoscopic effect better than a clear vision. Hen needs to lose himself/herself, hence fog
and shadow, those special shadows of those lands where the sun is fleeting. Hen belongs more to glimpsing than seeing.
For Hen to appear, the moon needs to obscure the sun, an eclipse turning light into aureole, mass into aura.
Eclipse and aura. Eugenia Berti Lindblad’s work is the starting point, the silent manifesto, of a project titled Eclipse9,
with at its core the retrieval, the re-invention of the aura. Freedom from the trap. But also as an aesthetic program
under the aegis of Walter Benjamin. Giving back to aesthetic creation its capability of aura denying technically and
rejecting conceptually the infinite reproducibility of a work of art. Through a long trial as exile on earth and in his/
her body, Hen is freed from his/her entrapment and retrieves his/her destiny of a unique, unrepeatable individual.
Through her artistic project of irreproducible works, Lindblad follows her own freedom and her identity, hoping to be
irreproducible.
Ce n’est qu’un début, was heard in the streets of Paris some fifty years ago”.
by Prof Enrico Pozzi
From the foreword of Words trapped into icons by Eugenia Berti Lindblad
Enrico Pozzi is Professor of Social Psychology at the University of Rome "La Sapienza" and also at the Department of Communication Sciences.
Psychoanalyst – Società psicoanalitica italiana
Info: http://www.eclissi9.com
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